
Newcastle Hunter Classic  

One Loft Race 

The Newcastle Hunter Classic is now open for entries for the 2017 race. There will be 3 
lead up races ranging from 100klm, 200klm, 300klm before the main race from the 500klm 
distance, all these distances are approximate. With the 3 lead up races birds will be 
liberated with other birds to give the birds extra cover. We plan on each of the three lead 
up races having $2,000 prize money to be split between four prizes. 
This amount will be dependent upon total number of entries for these races, an example 
would be if (300 birds nominated) would supply $6,000 for the lead up races. The main 
race from 500klm is guaranteed prize money regardless of entry numbers. 
 
NOMINATED BIRDS 

Total cost of $150 covers three lead up races and the Classic 500km race. $60 per bird 

payable on nomination and balance of $90 per bird payable when audit done in April/May 

2017. 

 
SPARE BIRDS 

You can nominate one spare for every two nominated birds. $40 to be paid for each spare 

at the time of nomination. This amount covers costs such as electronic rings, vaccination, 

health products and general costs such as tossing etc. Most importantly it qualifies the 

spare to compete for prize money in the three lead up races. A spare bird can replace a 

lost nominated bird for the 500km Classic at no additional cost.   

A spare bird that is not replacing a nominated bird can be activated for the final race by 

making a payment of $110. 

 

ELECTRONIC TIMING 

The Benzing electronic timing system will be used to decide the positions of all races 

INCLUDING THE 500km CLASSIC RACE. 

We believe that this format for the Newcastle Hunter Classic One Loft Race will make for 

an interesting event for all owners with greater prizemoney available. All tosses and race 

results can also be viewed for the 2017 season on the Newcastle Classic Website. Entry 

forms can also be downloaded from this site.  

www.newcastlehunterclassic.com  

Main Race Prize Money: 

1st $10,000, 2nd $2,500, 3rd $1,000, 4th $500.                                                                                    

5th Through to 10th receive free entry for the following year race.  

Lead Up Races                                                                                                                                 

This amount will be dependent upon total number of entries for these races, an example 

would be if (300 birds nominated) would supply $6,000 for the lead up races. With 4 prizes 

for each of these races. 

Contact: Mick Scroggy 0425810582                                                                                              
Email: scroggs57@hotmail.com                                  


